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Orientation discussion
How	significant/important good interaction and	relationships with others is	
for	success of	a	startup?

Pick a	number from 1	to	10	in	which 1	represents lowest possible significance and	10	
highest possible.	

1-----------------------------------------------------------------10
lowest highest

Share your numbers in	groups of	three persons,	and	discuss why did you pick the
number you did
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Team	building
Opening
About	social	reality	and	communication
About	diversity	in	teams
Workshop:	Team	building	recipes	
Break
Presentations/pitches
Wrap up:	what all makes a	good team?
Me	as	a	team	member
Closing	discussion
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About social reality…
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About social reality…
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“The belief that one's own view of reality
is the only reality is the most dangerous 

of all delusions”

Paul Watzlawick



Individual as	a	perceiver
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Are we still prone to presume that others 
perceive and experience the world and 

situations similarly with us? 



About diversity in	
teams
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Looking at	the problem
fromdifferent angle

Information
assymmetry is the
starting point
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Commonly held
information and 
knowledge

Looking at	the problem
fromdifferent angle
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Where the value
lies

Looking at	the problem
fromdifferent angle
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create
choices

make
choices

Team members need to share their point of views and be
interested to hear those of others.

Divergent
thinking

Convergent
thinking

Dual	responsibility of	team	members
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create
choices

make
choices

No 
judgement Judgement

Dual	responsibility of	team	members

Team members need to share their point of views and be
interested to hear those of others.
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Rill & Hämäläinen, 2018 



Break 10	min
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Team	building
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Team	experiences – individual consideration
Take a	moment by yourself

Memorize your previous group and	team	
experiences – successful and	unsuccessful

Write	a	list of	characteristics of	a	good
team	and	good team	practices
- how team	members communicate and	
function individually and	collectively



Characteristics of	a	good team	
Let’s form groups of	five persons

Generate a	mutual recipe for	a	good
team	– what all characterize a	good
team?	What must be in	place?

Everyone must take notes for	the next
stage
In	the end take a	count from one to	five
within the group
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20 min



Characteristics of	a	good team	2	
Let’s form new groups of	five persons
according the numbers you took before
the break

Share your ideas of	a	good team	from the
previous discussion.	Generate a	mutual
recipe to	build a	good team.	Write	your
recipe to	a	flip chart.

Prepare a	three minute pitch to	others
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20 min
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Pitches



Checklist for	capitalizing on	the team’s
potential
1. Be aware of the capabilities of the team and utilize them
2. Make your skills and knowledge explicit in the early phase of 

the project



Lifeline exercise



Checklist for	capitalizing on	the team’s
potential
1. Be aware of the capabilities of the team and utilize them
2. Make your skills and knowledge explicit in the early phase of the project

3. Create common ways of working and team culture at the beginning of 
the project

4. Make sure that the atmosphere is appreciative, encouraging and 
supportive

5. Be open to everyone’s crazy, funny and impossible ideas without 
judging them immediately

6. Remember to give positive and constructive feedback to your team 
members
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Checklist for	capitalizing on	the team’s
potential
1. Be aware of the capabilities of the team and utilize them
2. Make your skills and knowledge explicit in the early phase of the project

3. Create common ways of working and team culture at the beginning of the 
project

4. Make sure that the atmosphere is appreciative, encouraging and supportive

5. Be open to everyone’s crazy, funny and impossible ideas without judging 
them immediately

6. Remember to give positive and constructive feedback to your team 
members

7. Organize informal gatherings with your team



Team	building highlights - considerations
First and	early experiences are significant
• Practices,	roles,	attitudes adopted in	early stages of	a	team	have strong tendency

to	become permanent
• Pay attention to	agree on	assessment practices – when,	what,	how

Team	values &	principles
• Discuss and	list your team	values – what are the guiding principles you want to	

follow in	your team?
• Operationalize your values – what do they mean in	practice,	how they are

manifested through your everyday way of	working?
• There is	a	risk that values remain just	a	nice list of	idealistic intentions!

Team	agreement
• Mutually agreed and	signed document how are you going to	work as	a	team
• Will serve you as	a	reference point when assessing your team	performance



Team	agreement - contents
1.	Communication and	interaction
- how are you going to	ensure good flow of	information?	what are you communication and	interaction key

principles?
2.	Performance	and	delivery
- how are you going to	ensure that your team	is	performing well and	delivering what is	agreed and	requested?	

what are your principles for	meeting deadlines and	keeping your promises?

3.	Decision making
- how are you going to	make decisions?	how will you ensure that each of	you are aware of	and	committed to	

mutual decisions and	agreements?

4.	Conflict resolution
- what will you do when a	conflict emerge?	how are you going to	resolve conflicts?	how can you solve the

situations even before they become conflictual?	what will you do if someone is	not taking care of	his/her
share?
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Team	agreement - contents
5.	Support and	help
- how will you help	and	support each other?	how help	and	support is	requested within the team?	how will you

support other teams if requested?
6.	Learning	and	improvements
- how will you support collective and	individual learning in	a	team?	how will you evaluate your team	practices

and	performance?	how will you make necessary changes in	your team	practices?	how will you evaluate the
appropriateness of	these principles?

7.	Positivity and	fun
- how will you ensure that the team	atmosphere remain good throughout the course?

8.	Respect and	appreciation
- how will you ensure that all team	members feel that they are respected and	appreciated within the team?
9	.	Optional issues
- What else should you agree on?	IPR?	Something else?
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Individual consideration –me	as	a	team	
member
Take a	moment by yourself

Think yourself and	your forthcoming contribution as	a	
team	member.	What would you like that others will tell
about you as	a	team	member and	collaboration
partner in	the end of	this course?	Generate a	
description.	

Take a	pair and	share your stories.	What effort will it	
require from you to	generate desired experience?
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Team	support and	reflection events
• Rewrite you personal vision	– you as	a	team	member,	and	submit it	to	

Mycourses in	your personal file
• CEO	discussions - 11.1.	at	12.15-13.45	or 14.1.	at	9-10.30	am
• Team	formation workshop	15.1.	at	9.15	am
• Mid-term team	evaluation – 19.-20.3.	(I	wish,	I	like –excersice)
• Reflection and	assessment session	in	the end of	the course

• Individual feedback and assessment (personal visions as reference points)
• Team reflection and assessment (team agreements as reference points)
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Reflection

Discuss	shortly	with	a	person	
next	to	you

• What	were	the	most	
important	insights	for	me	
from	this	workshop?

Sharing	together
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